Abstract: Autonomous navigation is a complex challenge that involves the interpretation and analysis of information about the scenario to facilitate the cognitive processes of a robot to perform free trajectories in dynamic environments. To solve this, the paper introduces a Case-Based Reasoning methodology to endow robots with an efficient decision structure aiming of selecting the best maneuver to avoid collisions. In particular, Manhattan Distance was implemented to perform the retrieval process in CBR method. Four scenarios were depicted to run a set of experiments in order to validate the functionality of the implemented work. Finally, conclusions emphasize the advantages of CBR methodology to perform autonomous navigation in unknown and uncertain environments.
Introduction


Mobile robot is an integrated system which consisted of environmental perception, dynamic decision and planning. A robot does not possess natural senses like human beings have. Indeed, human beings get information about their surrounding through vision and other natural sensing power. For thus, a mobile robot needs reliable information of the environment before to decide which movement it must do. In this sense, a robot cannot explore an unknown environment unless it is provided with some sensing sources to get information about the environment.
Different kinds of sensors such a sonar, odometers, laser range finders, IMU (inertial measurement units), GPS (global positioning system) and cameras are commonly used to make a robot capable of sensing a wide range of scenarios. To execute a free navigation in an indoor environment, a robot should perform some maneuvers to avoid crash with objects and walls. To perform such maneuvers, the robot must be capable to handle data about the distance between him and the surrounding obstacles. Traditional global navigation mode is difficult to apply to this case, which consists of a perception of the environment. In reactive navigation mode, the adaptation of local path planning based on sonar data will realize the navigation task in unknown and complex scenario [1] [2] . However, it is easy to fall into local traps due to the lack of global planning, causing the repeated paths and the failed navigation. Some recent works in the literature are devoted to study and solve the indoor navigation problem from different points of view.
In Ref. [3] , an obstacle avoidance behavior based fuzzy logic control and follow walls to realize the navigation in an unknown and complex environment is presented. Using FSM (finite state machine), the navigation status of mobile robot transfer when the information of environment changes, and a corresponding strategy is chosen to realize the navigation task. For the experimental proposal, the weight plays a relevant role to influence the motion of the robot. Such fact, it is the principal difference with [7] .
Reuse Process
In order to use the solution that covers all issues of the local trap problems in an indoor navigation task successfully, the robot adopts the navigation strategy recommended by the retrieval process. Such strategies try to generate a general idea of the environment avoiding that robot constructs a mental state of its position and the configuration of the scenario.
Review Process
For experimental reasons, this phase has not been used in the proposed approach.
Retain Process
According with the basic function of the CBR method, this process is devoted to index new cases to the case-base when the source_case has not an exact match in the case-base.
Navigation Strategies
A navigation strategy refers to a set of strategies, which allows the mobile robot to obtain the power that must be applied to the encoders of each wheel at any time. The following sections introduce an overview of the four proposed strategies.
(1)  Frontal navigation strategy It is the main strategy. This strategy is predefined as the initial state of the robot when it starts its navigation tasks. The operation of this system is very simple, it applies the same power (pwm = +80) for both encoders.
(2)  Reverse navigation strategy In some situations, the robot must correct its trajectory due to several aspects (i.e., a corridor, a wall, a loop, etc.). In this sense, one functional strategy is to make a backward movement. This maneuver will allow robot to leave such circumstances to return to the right path. To escape from such situation, the reverse navigation system applies negative values to the encoders of the wheels (i.e., pwm = -50) for 10s and then, it calls to the Left_turn navigation or Left_right navigation strategies. To complete the set of strategies, the right-turn strategy proposes a semi-circular turning towards the right size of the robot. To do this, the strategy employs different powers for the robot's encoders (pwmright_encoder = 20 and pwmleft_encoder = 40) for 10 s and then, it calls to the frontal navigation strategy.
Experiments and Results
Experiments Features
The proposed system has been tested on a Pioneer 3-DX equipped with eight frontal and eight rear sonar sensors in an indoor unknown and changing environment. In order to evaluate the performance of the robots, the test measures the time that a robot can be navigating in the environment without presenting any collision with the objects located in the scenario. Fig. 4 illustrates the four proved scenarios. The dimensions of the room are 7.2m x 15.8m x 2.5m. For experimental reasons, each test is fixed in 5 min and the number of events in that robot hits against something is controlled in a manual way by the authors. The number of experiments for each scenario is stated in 10 trials. Finally, to evaluate the quantity of cases that were generated during each test and to be able to compare it with other case-base, at the end of each experiment the case-base was restarted. CBR algorithm, the navigation status of a mobile robot is transferred when the information of environment changes, and a corresponding strategy is chose to realize the navigation task. In future, combination of a laser, vision sensors and other equipment will be used to reach a more complex mobile robot to autonomous navigation. The experiments report an average of 321 cases in the four testbeds. With the obtained results, it can be evaluated that the robot's performance is better when its experience is greater (i.e., when the casesbase contains the largest quantity of possible cases). For future work, the mapping task will be taken into account in order to endow mobile robot with a more suitable algorithm capable to avoid the robot to pass back through the same place.
Experim
